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The track gauge is designed for geometry measurements of track and switches. The gauge

has all features of theTECone and, in addition,makes it possible tomeasure all geometrical

parameters of switches specified by pertinent regulations. The measurement results are

stored in a continuous way along the measurement path, andmoreover, at the user-defined

switch characteristic points one can easily obtain readings for all parameters at a given

location. The system softwaremaintains integrity control of all measurement data for a given

switch type.

1. Basic technical specification of the track gauge in the switchmeasurementmode:

-measurement of all switch types used inPoland andTheNetherlands

-mileagemeasurement increment 31mm

-measurement of groovewidths: left and right

- gauge - range: 1420÷1485; resolution: 0.1mm

- cant - range: ±200mm; resolution: 0.1mm

- vertical irregularities - range: ±4mm / 1m; resolution 0.1mm

- horizontal irregularities - range: ±5mm / 1m; resolution 0.1mm

- the measurement system calculated twist of the track, gradient of the

track gauge, twist of the switch, and location of the left and right check

rails.

2. The PC software delivered along with the device makes it possible, among

others, in addition to options offered by the TEC-1435 device, generating the

detailed measurement reports for the switches. Switch condition quality

assessment is also carried out.

The gauge hasmany operational advantages. Lowweight (about 20 kg)makes fast removal

from the track possible to let the train pass, next, immediate continuation of the

measurements is possiblewithout any calibration. The track gaugemay be folded easily and

transported even in a small car.
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TEE-1435 Track Gauge for Switches

Example of the measurement data analysis
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